Awnings That Think
Motorized and Automatic Awning Systems
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Enjoy your deck or patio more
often with automated retractable
awnings... and let Somfy take control.
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Radio Technology Somfy (RTS):
Exclusive Somfy technology dedicated to your comfort
Somfy, the world’s leading manufacturer of tubular motors, has more than three decades experience in designing and manufacturing
motors and controls, making Radio Technology Somfy (RTS) the ultimate choice for automation of retractable awnings and exterior screens.
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Radio Technology Somfy (RTS) offers a high performance, convenient and reliable solution for awning and screen automation, eliminating
the need for wiring between the motor and controls. With the radio receiver integrated within the motor, RTS is the ideal choice because
installation is quick and easy.
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Whether you want to control your awning or screen at the touch of a button or use automatic controls, Somfy has the solution.
It’s so easy, It’s Somfy!

Telis RTS Collection
Somfy’s Telis RTS transmitters feature Radio Technology
Somfy (RTS) and offer push button control of your
retractable awning or exterior screens. The Telis RTS
collection is available in single channel, five channel and
Soliris versions in four unique finishes, with a streamline
shape and rubber edging for increased durability.
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For the ultimate control, Somfy now offers the Telis 16 channel
remote and the Impresario Multi-channel timer. Both transmitters
feature on-screen displays for simple programming and unique
personalization abilities.
Please call for availability.

Convenience and Simplicity

Home Motion by Somfy

Combining high-performance technology with practical
features, Somfy RTS sensors and controls power your
awning or screen to respond to the weather in a
dependable and effortless manner making it easier for
you to use your retractable awning or exterior screen.

Automated awnings and exterior screens transform
your deck, patio or backyard into extra living space.
Shade or sun... You decide what you want and
when you want it.
Telis Pure

Telis Silver

Telis Patio

Telis Lounge

Telis Impresario Chronis

Eolis 3D WireFree Sensor

Sunis WireFree RTS Sun Sensor

is a wireless, battery
powered wind sensor that
will automatically retract
the awning when it detects
wind generated movements.

is a wireless, sun sensor that is
powered with an integrated solar
cell and uses RTS to automatically
extend an awning based on the
sun’s intensity.
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DecoFlex Single to 5 channel WireFree RTS wall
switch available with customized labeling options

Easily convert a DecoFlex
WireFreeTM RTS wall switch
to a table top control with
a table top accessory.

Telis 16 channel RTS

TM

RTS Infrared Heater

Soliris RTS Sensor 24V

is a weather-proof
infrared heater with
built-in RTS that can be controlled
using the same switch or remote as your motorized awning.

is a combined sun and wind sensor
that will lower the screen automatically
when the sun shines and will raise the
screen with the detection of wind.

Please look for a retail dealer in your area that is
recognized as a Somfy Expert. They are trained
specialists who are committed to providing you with
quality Somfy motors and controls and service.
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